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Derrida and Law ? 

the who-s … 

… reading Derrida… reading … 

… time 

fields or abstraction 

reading, talking, the lecture, 

& Derrida’s endless play 

Deconstruction 

                         Between history and style 

Différance 

        Law, Genre and Before 

Law’s Force 



deconstruction 

The contradictory aspect of the term [deconstruction] is naturally 

intentional: deconstruction, is at once “destruction” and “construction”. The 

thing seems impossible; however, familiar examples of simultaneous 

“destruction-construction” are not lacking. The simplest is without a doubt 

that of cutting up (découpage), or of re-cutting up. When we “cut up” an 

electoral constituency to redefine its borders, when we cut a piece of cloth to 

make another one, we accomplish simultaneously the destruction of the old 

piece and the construction of the new one. 

Deconstruction could thus be first defined as the application of this logic of 

the “constituting cutting up” to the reading and the interpretation of 

philosophical and literary texts (but also … juridical, political, 

administrative, etc.). It is the idea, finally simple and natural, that the sense 

of a text always results from an intervention. Reading, it is cutting up. 

Showing this new cutting up, it is writing. Deconstruction is thus not a 

theory, but a practice of reading (and thus of writing) through structuring 

cutting-ups. 

Charles Ramond, Le Vocabulaire de Jacques Derrida 
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Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology 
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The Sign (Saussure) 



Barbara Johnson, “Translator’s Introduction”, 
in Jacques Derrida, Dissemination 



between history and style 

 

Barbara Johnson, “Translator’s Introduction”, 
in Jacques Derrida, Dissemination (xvi-xvii) 



différance 

Différance, one would first think, must not be so different from “difference” 

— and one would be right: différance is the “fact of differing”, that is, we 

could say, difference considered not under its static, but its dynamic aspect, 

difference in the process of establishing itself, and not just already 

established. There would thus be no particular difficulty. Derrida, however, 

will go on to hold that this small difference between “différence” and 

“différance”, inasmuch its function is to designate a process, and not a thing 

that we could figure out or present, complete [finir] or define, makes 

precisely manifest the inoperative character of this foundation of rationality 

that is the act of distinguishing — as if the recourse to différance had 

precisely the function to introduce a bit of a play, of shaking, of drifting, of 

imbalance, at the heart of many of the powerful devices of the “setting to 

reason” that constitute philosophy. 

… “To differ” is just as much “delaying” or “temporising” (for instance, when 

we speak of “differing” a purchase, or a decision) as it is “to not be the same”, 

with at times the nuance of a divergence, of an opposition, of a dispute 

[différend] (for instance, when we say that our point of view “differs” from 

that of someone else). Différance, holding thus the middle ground between 

differences of time (lateness, delay, temporisation) and of space (non-

identity, non-coincidence, numerical distinction, différend), as it held it 

“between” speech and writing (forcing us to spell it while pronouncing it), 

and “between” activity and passivity (the ending “ance” indicating not 

always an activity), draws finally, under the traits of a “concept” of the in-

distinction, a figure of the anti-conceptuality, that is, an example of 

resistance to definition, to analysis and distinction. 

Charles Ramond, Le Vocabulaire de Jacques Derrida 



A thesis on being and sense, différance enunciates thus that “presence” and 

“meaning” are only “effects” of a movement more originary than them. It is 

the Mother of concepts and of words. Whence, certainly, its remarkable 

heuristic fecundity, due to its paradoxical, or even perhaps contradictory 

nature. It will first speak of economy in all its forms: What is indeed 

investment, if not the différance of profit? Education, if not the différance of 

judgment? The law of the City, if not the différance of the natural law? Sens, 

if not the différance of presence? And morality, if not the différance of 

pleasure? The names of différance will thus be [in Derrida’s works] 

“reserve”, “guard”, “capital”, “principle of reality”, but also and immediately, 

“measure”, “calculation”, “reason” and “mastery”, thus “subject”, “father”, 

“all-power”, “seriousness”, “fecundity”, “origin”… But différance would 

designate just as well the contrary of economy: as différance, precisely, it 

would be the capital from which one never receives any interest, the failure 

of the calculation of pleasures (life as différance of death, Eros as Thanatos 

differed, that is, as différance of Thanatos), and it would carry the names of 

“expense”, “dissemination” (preferably infertile), “trace”, “mark”, “margin”, 

“loss”, “remainder”, “play”, but also “bastard”, as well as “preface”, “title”, 

“inscription [exergue]”, “genre”, “copyright”, “frame”, “signature” (so many 

différances of a text or an oeuvre): of all that, even though “differed” will be 

never seized again because différance will (and it always was) without a 

term. 

Charles Ramond, Le Vocabulaire de Jacques Derrida 
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law’s force 
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OUVERTURE 

law, différance of justice? 

costs of this concession? 

the abyss of law’s foundations: 

how do you act/move/perform through a Law that must necessarily  
reaffirm its power in order to function ? 

beyond Derrida: 

India’s laws, India’s justice(s)  
across their historical influences 

unity and coherence of law in India ? 


